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How to create marketing campaigns that  
get results and drive growth.

40 year marketing veteran reveals what it really takes  
to make marketing work and how he used his system  

to drive new business for clients.  

Marketing is deceptively simple and endlessly complicated. 
I’ve been in the game for a long time, over 40 years. I’ve seen a lot 
and I’ve done a lot. I’ve fallen flat, and I’ve soared high. Through 
each of my experiences, I’ve studied what took place, to learn what 
worked and what didn’t. I’ve picked up a tip here; an insight there. 
Over time, I’ve accumulated insight and understanding from the 
marketing firing lines that has unlocked the mystery of what 
makes marketing successful.

As I said, marketing is endlessly complicated. I affectionately 
call it the 5-headed monster. The heads represent essential core 
parts that must be puzzle pieced together to deliver success.  
Many don’t understand how to orchestrate these critical pieces, 
and as a result, waste a lot of money, time and resources on  
marketing efforts that fall flat and candidly, never had a prayer  
of making much of an impact. 

The perceived simplicity of marketing has lured untold numbers 
with some degree of creativity to naively view marketing as a 
function of “pretty,” as in, just make something pretty and eye-
catching and it will drive results. If you have ever personally taken 
that leap or worked with someone with that mindset, then you’ve 
bought yourself some experience, but not results. 

I must confess, I’m still amazed at the number of people  
(business people) who believe the biggest challenge to marketing  
is coming up with a creative idea and catchy headline. In my  
estimation, their over simplistic view of such a complicated  
animal is why they get lackluster results or worse, no return  
on their efforts and marketing expenditures. 

Truly, there is a real art and science to creating successful  
marketing campaigns. I’ve learned a great deal of what drives 
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marketing success is science. It took many years to understand the 
intricacies and interconnectedness of the core parts of marketing. 

Over the years, through trial and error, and many times, just 
pure determination to push through heartache and frustration,  
I have pieced together a collection of hard-learned lessons that 
combine to generate results. I’ve learned what they are, how  
they are blended and how they are used to drive a message that 
connects with a target audience and causes them to take notice  
and move into action. 

Interestingly, today the biggest decision regarding marketing  
for many is the price. I understand price can be important, but  
I’ve found over the years, that the smart money looks more to  
effectiveness. Creating campaigns that move the needle will always 
be profitable. My experience is those that shop price are the ones 
that usually don’t benefit from marketing. 

If you’ve been confounded by what it takes to stand out and 
attract your ideal client, to create messages that resonate or what 
buttons to push to get people to respond, then you will find great 
value from this book. 

One last thing before we start, I want you to know this is not 
one of those fluff pieces. I’ve actually used what you’re about to 
discover. The things I share here are the things I’ve learned first-
hand from years of being on the marketing firing lines and facing 
the music, either good or bad, of my work. 

Throughout my career, I have earned over 100 awards for my 
work. I mention the awards, not to brag, but to convey that what 
I’m about to share with you does work. 

My sincere hope is that you will take and implement what you 
learn here to improve your marketing campaigns so that they get 
results and drive growth for you.  

Before we begin, I want to thank you for your interest in my work.  
I truly appreciate you spending time reviewing my book and hope 
that you find the information insightful, as well as, helpful. 

Enjoy!
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Lessons, through stories.
To demonstrate my system, I’m going to share the stories of 

three actual businesses that I assisted to develop and implement an 
impactful, effective advertising campaign. In each of the examples, 
I will share what the challenges were and what was done to  
overcome them. 

S T O R Y  O N E

How business owners unknowingly hurt their marketing messaging.

Business owners advertise to grow their business. The days  
of build it and they will come are over, if they ever existed. To  
compete, potential customers have to know that you exist. The  
major challenge though is getting their attention so that you can 
tell your story and pique their interest. Unfortunately, business 
owners often unknowingly contribute to marketing messages  
falling flat. 

To attract new customers your marketing message must  
resonate. They must be able to see their situation in your  
message and clearly understand how your offering will improve 
their business. But to understand common themes or challenges 
that your ideal customer is dealing with, you must do your  
homework. And that’s the issue. Remember, people don’t buy  
what you’re selling, they buy what they want or need. 

Owners are so busy running their business they can lose  
perspective of what’s truly important to their potential customers 
or their various situations that hinder them from becoming paying 
customers. That gap shows up in the marketing because the owner 
has final say, and they often focus the message on what their  
product or offering actually is, instead of what will grab the  
attention of a potential customer. In short, their marketing says 
what they want it to say, not what the customer needs to hear. 

A CPA firm that I worked with is a great example. Several  
years ago, a mid-sized CPA firm asked me to help them grow  
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their business. They offered services beyond those that you  
typically find from traditional accountants at the time. But their 
marketing and advertising efforts didn’t reflect this competitive 
advantage. 

I met with the management team. The owner drove the  
conversation and conveyed the direction that he wanted the  
marketing to reflect. I listened, as I do, and asked a number of 
questions about their past campaigns – the messaging, the media 
and the results. 

As you might guess, the results were not what they wanted, 
which was the reason I was in the room. The meeting ended and 
I began fitting together the information they shared. What I came 
up with wasn’t what they expected.

For an advertising campaign to be effective, it must resonate. 
The best way that I’ve found to resonate is to connect with a  
common thought, experience and/or mindset that your ideal  
customer likely has. Chances are you have heard that knowing 
your ideal customer’s demographics is critical. I agree, it is. But 
knowing their age, sex, income level, marital status, positional 
status, size of business, number of employees, number of locations 
etc. is just the tip of the iceberg.  

The hidden triggers of action lie in figuring out their attitudes, 
interests, opinions, and beliefs. These are their psychographics. 
The depth of knowledge that you can gain about your ideal  
customer’s mindset is invaluable. It’s means creating messaging 
that resonates with them because it reflects their way of thinking. 
Psychographics is the secret sauce that enables you to create  
messages that tap into their emotions, and that’s the fuel that  
will skyrocket your results. 

Over the years, I’ve found that the extra effort and time taken  
to dive into the psychographics of your target customer is time 
well spent and well rewarded. It’s the foundation for successful 
advertising campaigns and the launching pad for a business’s  
competitive advantage.

The mid-sized CPA firm was floored when I revealed their new 
marketing and advertising campaign. At first, they were offended. 
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The owner told me directly, to change it if I wanted to continue 
working with them. After the shock and gnashing of teeth, I 
walked them through my thinking and what I learned about the 
common thoughts that their target customer had or associated 
with CPA’s in general. 

Remember, I shared that they offered services that you don’t 
normally find at a traditional CPA firm, at least at that time, it  
was several years ago. Simply said, they went beyond what you 
expected from a CPA. I combined the two facts to create a message 
and campaign that catapulted their awareness, their business and 
their bottom line. In fact, a few years later, they were acquired  
because of their growth. The message that started them on their 
way … Beyond Bean Counting. 

As I said, they were offended. “Bean Counter” was considered 
a derogatory term in their industry. But for their clients and target 
customers, bean counter resonated with their thoughts. Pointing 
out that their existing clients loved the fact that they offered much 
more than other CPA firms was a competitive advantage that they 
were not leveraging. 

In the end, they reluctantly went with the ideas and it proved to 
be exactly what they needed, even though it wasn’t what the owner 
liked. My advice: Learn what makes your ideal customer tick and 
protect against choosing what you like over what will resonate 
with your ideal customer. 
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S T O R Y  T W O

Standing out from the crowd of competitors

The market is overcrowded. Competition is stiff. And there is 
nearly a constant stream of messages, ads and offers flying at us. 
On average, we are exposed to approximately 5,000 messages a 
day. To compete and grow your business you must stand out,  
but how? 

I’m often called on for my expertise in developing messages and  
campaigns that grab attention and that spur people to action. Over 
the years, I’ve noticed a surprising, but repeating theme, a default 
belief if you will. That theme is similarity. 

As if it were written in their DNA, business owners seem to look 
around at what others are doing and saying in their space and 
pretty much copy them. And it’s not only with their advertising. 
It’s often in the way that they talk about their offering. The way 
they run their business. And the way that they sell. It’s unclear to 
me why this happens, but what’s crystal clear to me is this is not 
the way to stand out in a crowd of competitors. 

Recently, I worked with a personal injury law firm to create a  
completely new marketing program and messaging that enabled  
them to stand out and grow one area of the firm by more than 
300%. Interestingly, when I started with them, they too were  
copying the advertising strategy of other law firms, and they were 
existing, but they were not growing. 

Here’s what happened …
I’ve never worked in a field that is more competitive and  

overcrowded than the Personal Injury Attorney market. Almost  
everywhere you turn you see or hear an ad about being hurt,  
injured or mistreated in some way. And nearly all those ads  
enthusiastically direct you to call the meanest, nastiest and toughest 
attorney that ever walked. My client had joined the chorus and 
was just another face in the crowd, and it wasn’t working.  
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The first step in standing out from a perceived sea of equals  
was to closely observe what their competitors were doing with 
their marketing. 

I discovered that nearly every message was hyped and had a 
sharp edge to it.  “Over the top” was the norm. To stand out, we 
had a number of options available, so I began looking into our 
typical customer.  

Research revealed the ideal customer for the firm was a blue  
collar worker, people who seldom have a reason to hire an  
attorney. Without prior experience or people around them who 
they trust, how would they choose? 

Relatability became our focus. Instead of powering over our  
potential client, we wanted to be approachable. I noticed that the 
attorneys in those ‘in your face’ ads were generally wearing dark 
suits. Further, they were in nice, expansive, expensive looking 
offices. All of which worked to intimidate and scare, not welcome 
and reassure. 

We knew that our target client was a person who likely had 
never needed or even spoken with an attorney. It was all new to 
them. So, we marketed differently than our competitors. And it 
made all the difference. 

Our attorney was low-key, not screaming and shouting.  
He stood closer to the camera which created a more personal  
feeling, like you were in a conversation with him. It was friendly 
and warm. It felt like he was engaged and talking directly to you, 
not at you. 

We eliminated the dark suit. Our attorney wore a white shirt, 
collar unbuttoned, tie loosened and sleeves rolled-up and ready to 
get to work. He delivered his lines in a conversational tone, with 
a friendly look on his face. No screaming. No scaring. And no big 
city attorney feel. 

Within just a few months, we began getting feedback that  
confirmed our approach. People began commenting that our firm 
was different. They said that there was something that seemed 
familiar about us. They felt comfortable with us and saw us as  
very professional.  
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The bottom line – they could relate to our attorney. They saw  
him as someone who they could trust and who would lend a help-
ing hand instead of someone who crushed people without regard. 
And the results followed. 

Within two years, the firm increased their nursing home abuse 
cases by 300% and their automobile accident cases by 8%. Not only 
did they grow their bottom line, they increased their market share 
despite competing head-to-head with the largest Personal Injury 
Firm on the East Coast that had just moved into our market and 
was spending six times more advertising dollars than we were. 

If you are in a highly-competitive market and are not getting the  
result that you need, consider that your success lies in going ‘against  
the grain’ of your competitors. 

Trust that there are other ways, different ways, than the ones that  
your competitors are using that will allow you to connect with your  
ideal customer on a higher, more meaningful level. 

Embrace the challenge. If you’re in an industry where your  
competitors have more money and are dominating, that often  
is good news because it creates the opportunity to do things  
differently and stand out. Copying others is easy, but it usually  
leads to lackluster results. Embrace the challenge of a crowded  
market because within that challenge, may lie the key to  
your success. 

Click here to view TV spot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYQ975-V6S4
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 S T O R Y  T H R E E

Pretty doesn’t equal results 

Out-of-the-box thinking is a commonly used expression to  
convey the need for a creative solution to a problem or issue. 

Over the years, I’ve seen countless times where “out-of-the-box 
thinking” equated to highly creative or even humorous ads. It’s  
understandable because of the battle for attention and eyeballs, 
why “pretty” becomes the default. But too often “pretty” comes  
at the cost of effective. 

Powerful marketing has three main parts – attraction, education 
and action. Pretty only checks one of those boxes. I’ve heard story 
after story of the soaring excitement around a new, cool ad that 
ended in frustration because it failed to engage and create action  
in the reader. 

Let me share a story about a nursing home client that filled a 
new facility in record time – a client that wanted to go with  
“pretty” but didn’t and saved nearly a million dollars. 

A few years back, my client was opening a new, state-of-the-art 
facility and had to fill it with new residents.

As normal, I met with their team to get a feel for what they had 
in mind and find out more about what they offered. I learned that 
the normal time to fill a facility of that size and start generating 
income was about 18 months. 

They told me that this new location was going to be beautiful 
and filled with first class amenities and cutting-edge technology. 
And guess what they wanted to feature in the ad campaign? … 
the “pretty” about their facility. Sirens wailed and red flags waved 
when I heard this, but I said nothing, at least at that meeting. 

Recall, that powerful (effective) marketing requires attraction, 
education and action. I focused on uncovering the hidden triggers 
that influence the nursing home buying decision. The execs were 
right, no one would choose to live in a subpar facility, but that 
wasn’t the biggest issue.
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Our research showed that one of the most powerful parts of the 
buying decision didn’t even reside with the actual future resident, 
but instead with the adult daughter. She was primarily concerned 
with level of care. She wanted to know what the care program 
was and the consistency of how it was delivered, measured and 
tracked. It makes sense when you hear it in the boardroom, in the 
heat of the moment, it’s easy to get carried away and focus on what 
excites you about your offering, as my client did. 

Another important consideration was the location of the facility 
and the ease to get to it. Their loved one was going to live there, 
and they were going to visit. Was it convenient or a challenge to 
get to? 

The final part of the consideration for a new perspective  
resident, was the facility. What was included, available and what 
condition was it in? Was it safe? Set up well? Inviting? And so forth. 
The bottom line, there was a lot to consider and for most it was a 
tough, emotional decision that often needed to be made quickly. 

To make things easier, we created an information piece, ‘Making 
the Nursing Home Decision … What you need to know.’ The piece 
included behind-the-scenes information about nursing homes, a 
checklist of considerations and a way to easily compare facilities. 
That piece was a highly impactful, highly popular and highly  
requested tool for deciding on which nursing home to choose. 

The upshot of the campaign for the new facility was success.  
The campaign brought in the residents they wanted in record time. 

In fact, instead of the normal 18 months, it took about 9 months 
to fill the facility. And that was very important, because the quick 
influx of residents and cash, saved nearly a million dollars in  
start-up bank loans.  

Remember, the initial track the execs wanted was to push their 
“pretty” by highlighting the facility. A little research uncovered 
the hidden buying triggers of their ideal customer. From that 
point, creating messaging that resonated with them was much 
easier, because we knew what was important to them in making 
the decision where their loved one would live.  
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Look, “pretty” can work, and it plays well at all the award 
shows. But I am not in the business of winning awards. It’s  
nice to win, but my primary directive is always to get results. 
Whether that be sell more services, move more product, bring  
in more people or get more attention. Pretty is nice, but enticing 
action is what moves the needle and what quality, strategic  
marketing is all about. 

For your next campaign, be sure that you are including  
meaningful information, education and action, not just “pretty”, 
and you will see your results improve.  
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Wrap-up
The last section of the paper will highlight the main takeaways 

from the stories that I shared with you. Again, I’ve shared the 
things I’ve learned in the hope that you can borrow from them  
to get the results you want and need for your business. 

Beyond bean counting - From the mid-sized CPA firm, you 
learned that for an advertising campaign to be effective, it must 
resonate. The best way that I’ve found to resonate is to connect 
with a common thought, experience and/or mindset that your 
ideal customer likely has.

To gain this insight, interview a cross section of your existing 
customers. Find out why they chose your business and what your 
offering/product has actually done for them. 

Often you will find that the reason they bought is different than 
what you expected. That information can be gold. So, listen well. 
Find out how they see your offering. And above all, use the exact 
words in your marketing that they use to describe your offering  
if at all possible.

A welcoming, low-key attorney - From the personal injury law 
firm, we learned how to stand out from the crowd of competitors 
and gain attention and a competitive advantage.

Even in overcrowded, hyper-competitive markets there is  
usually a meaningful way to stand out. It often lies in “going 
against the grain” of your competitors messaging. 

Our law firm stood out from a giant sea of shouting,  
power -demonstrating, in-your-face attorneys, by being low-key, 
approachable and a regular person. 

Our client’s laid-back approach in a field of bravado allowed them 
to stand out and grow the case load in one area by more than 300%. 

The lesson was to embrace the challenge of a crowded market. 
Within it, lies the key to your success. 

And finally, pretty doesn’t equal results – our Nursing Home 
client taught us that developing marketing messaging solely 
around “pretty” versus meaningful will not carry the day. 
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Remember, powerful marketing has three main parts –  
attraction, education and action. Pretty only checks one of 
those boxes. For your next campaign, be sure that you are  
including meaningful information, education and action, not 
just “pretty” and you will see your results improve.  

I want to offer you this …
If all the insights and tips that I’ve shared sound great to 

you, but too much for you to tackle with everything else that 
you have on your plate, or if it all just seems more involved 
than your current marketing person can handle, then we 
should talk. Click here to fill out the brief form and I will call 
you within 24 hours to set up a convenient time to discuss your 
marketing situation and how I can help you. 

Thanks again for your interest in my work and I hope to 
hear from you soon. 
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